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Are you a true Harry fan?

Across:
3. a pot in which ingredients are mixed to make potions
6. position on Quidditch team; two per team try to protect 
their teammates from bludgers
9. magical binoculars which allow instant replay, slow-
motion etc.
13. a class taken by Hermione, an early form of 
numerology where divination is made through numbers
15. a class taught at Hogwarts by Professor McGonagall; 
the study of one thing changing into another

Down:
1. the Weasley family owl, is getting very old and is 
exhausted after every flight
2. a top-of-the-line racing broom given to Harry by his 
Godfather, Sirius
4. Ron's pet rat
5. wizard money, little bronze coins; there are 29 to a 
Sickle
6. a school of witchcraft and wizardry in France
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Across:
17. a giant black dog one sees as a death omen
19. autobiography by Gilderoy Lockhart
21. Harry's snowy owl, an 11th birthday present from 
Hagrid
23. silver money used in the wizarding world; 17 to a 
Galleon
24. a plant which has a screaming baby as its roots, when 
fully grown the cry is fatal to all who hear it and can be 
used as a powerful restorative
25. giant snake over 12 feet long whose venom helps 
sustain Voldemort in book 4
27. creature who feeds on the good feeling of humans, 
leaving one extremely depressed
29. owl belonging to Percy Weasley, was bought for him 
when he became a prefect
34. a spell used to start a fire
36. muggle cleaning implement that witches and wizards 
bewitch to use for flying
38. cobbled street in London where witches and wizards 
can do their shopping
39. a mythical creature that is half-horse and half-man; it 
has the torso, arms and head of a man and the body and 
legs of a horse
40. wizard term for a non-magic person
42. a house elf who tries to prevent Harry from returning to 
Hogwarts for his second year, also helps Harry in the 
second task of the Tri-Wizard Tournament
44. a class taught at Hogwarts, the study of plants and 
herbs
47. postion on a Quidditch, must catch the Golden Snitch 
to end the game and earn their team 150 points
48. wizards' bank hundreds of miles beneath London, run 
by Goblins
49. Neville's pet toad who is always escaping from his 
owner
51. a stone taken from the stomach of a goat which will 
save one from most poisons
52. the nickname of Sirius Black when he was a student at 
Hogwarts
53. sport played by wizards on broomsticks; there are 
seven players on a team and four balls in the game
54. a creature which has the head and talons of an eagle 
and the back and hind legs of a horse
55. a prison for Wizards, guarded by Dementors
56. wizard able to transform into an animal form
58. Hagrid's mother, a giantess
59. James Potter's nickname when he was a student at 
Hogwarts
64. a witch or wizard who has the ability to speak to 
snakes; thought to be the mark of a Dark Wizard
68. Lily Potter's surname before she married James Potter
69. the type of dog that Hagrid owns (Fang)
70. nickname of Peter Pettigrew when he was a student at 
Hogwarts
71. phoenix belonging to Albus Dumbledore
72. Hagrid's 'pet' Norwegian Ridgeback dragon

Down:
7. summoning charm Harry uses to retrieve his broomstick in 
the first of the Triwizard Tournament challenges
8. Hagrid's pet boarhound
10. a small, lizard-like creature that lives in fires
11. a centaur in the Forbidden Forest, young with white-
blonde hair and a palomino body
12. house elf that was once owned by Barty Crouch but then 
came to work at Hogwarts after she was "sacked"
14. wizard money, made of gold and worth 17 sickles
16. a drill company that Uncle Vernon works for
18. the only fully wizarding village left in Britain
20. the sweet shop in Hogsmeade
22. the head Goblin at Gringotts
26. Hermione's cat
28. a jet black Quidditch ball, slightly smaller than a soccer 
ball; 2 per game which fly around trying to knock players from 
their brooms
30. class taken by Harry, Ron and Hermione that deals with 
fortune-telling and peering into the Past, Present, and Future
31. an object which is "used to transport wizards from one 
spot to another at a pre-arranged time"
32. a water demon, is pale green in colour and has very long 
fingers
33. powerful Dark Wizard whom most in the wizarding world 
refer to as "You-know-who" or "He who shall not be named"
35. a wizarding child who has no magical abilities at all
37. a shape shifter which takes on the likeness of one's worst 
fear
41. a letter which shouts the message really loud when 
opened; if left unopened it will set on fire and shout anyway!
43. the house creature for Hufflepuff
45. a giant snake, anyone who is fixed with the beam of the 
basilisk's eyes dies instantly
46. private school that Dudley attends
50. position on a Quidditch team, protects the goal
53. bright red Quidditch ball about the size of a football; 
passed between the Chasers on the team and thrown 
through the goal hoops for 10 points
57. a poltergeist that causes mischief at Hogwarts
58. a huge three headed dog protecting the trapdoor that 
leads to the Philosopher's Stone; owned by Hagrid
60. a small creature which causes trouble in Wizard gardens 
and must be removed
61. spell used to perform the Cruciatus Curse
62. hot, frothy, buttery drink served in Hogsmeade, enjoyed 
by many students of Hogwarts
63. a Hippogriff, friend of Hagrid's. Helped Sirius to escape 
from Hogwarts
65. an acromatula, once a pet of Hagrid's, now living wild in 
the Forbidden Forest
66. extemely beautiful women who have white-gold hair and 
their skin shines like moonlight
67. a highly insulting name for half-blooded wizard or a 
muggle-born wizard
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